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breast cancer – from diagnosis to treatment
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Introduction

For several years, we have been working as a multidisciplinary team in order to offer patients with breast disease optimal 
care, from diagnosis to personalised treatment and follow-up.

Fast and reliable pre-therapeutic diagnosis allows the choice of the treatment best suited to each patient in accordance 
with recommendations based on the latest scientific research.

In this effort, the expertise of numerous specialists and the availability of modern equipment are assets which ensure that 
patients with breast cancer receive the most effective and minimally invasive treatment.

For about ten years, an intentional trend can be observed internationally to concentrate the provision of care for these 
patients in specialised Senology centres. In this context, several organisations, including the Swiss Society of Senology 
and the Swiss Anti-Cancer League, have established quality criteria, defining the framework conditions for breast centres.

In January 2014, these two organisations awarded the «Breast Centre» quality label to Clinique de Genolier and Clinique Générale 
in Fribourg, two health care facilities forming part of the Swiss Medical Network. Since 2017, Clinique  Générale-Beaulieu, 
Geneva, is Network-Partner of this certified Breast-Center.
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Why a breast centre?

The considerable efforts made in the context of translational and clinical research have led in recent years to significant 
progress in the field of Senology (breast cancer) and our knowledge of this disease is constantly increasing. However, this 
also increases the complexity of prognostic criteria and treatment options.

The various diagnostic, technical and treatment possibilities require close and ongoing collaboration between specialists. 

THIS INTERDISCIPLINARY CARE PRIMARILY INVOLVES THE FOLLOWING AREAS

with the support of specialised nurses and many other professionals.

The purpose of a Breast Centre is to coordinate all the diagnostic and therapeutic possibilities of each specialty to ensure 
that each patient receives optimal and individualised care. 

OBJECTIVES OF A BREAST CENTRE
• To allow fast and reliable diagnosis of a breast anomaly.
• To reduce the number of surgical procedures for benign lesions.
• To inform the patient about all treatment options before any operation or treatment.
• To present to the patient the recommendations of the weekly multidisciplinary conference (Tumor Board).
• To allow the formulation of an optimal «treatment plan» tailored to each patient by coordinating the various parties involved.

• Gynaecology
• Fertility and Cancer
• Radiation Oncology
• Breast Surgery

• Medical Oncology
• Pathology
• Imaging
• Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery

• Physiotherapy
• Medical Genetics
• Psychiatry
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What to do in case of a breast anomaly?

Various imaging methods are now available to clarify an anomaly more precisely. If a nodule is palpated, a distortion is 
noted or pain is felt, a mammogram and/or a breast ultrasound scan should be performed. In some cases, an MRI scan 
may be useful. Breast screening mammography allows the early diagnosis of anomalies, leading to faster provision of care 
with a more favourable prognosis.

MAMMOGRAPHY
A mammogram can reveal anomalies such as architectural distortion, over-densities or micro-calcifications. Some 
micro-calcifications are early signs of non-palpable cancer, which requires (in some cases) a biopsy.

ULTRASOUND SCAN
An ultrasound scan can reveal or confirm a breast nodule, clarify whether it is a fluid nodule (cyst) or a tissue nodule and 
whether it is malignant or not. 

MRI SCAN
In some cases, an MRI scan may be useful, as in the case of very dense breasts examined with mammography, where 
reliable interpretation is not possible, or in the case of a discrepancy between the clinical findings (a palpated anomaly) 
and the imaging results (no radiological explanation for the palpated anomaly).
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Biopsy

In the case of an anomaly revealed by imaging, a biopsy should be performed to obtain a precise diagnosis.

Depending on the displayed anomaly, the biopsy can be performed in the form of:
• Ultrasound-guided biopsy 
• Mammography-guided (stereotactic) biopsy
• MRI-guided biopsy

ULTRASOUND-GUIDED BIOPSY 
If the anomaly is visible on the ultrasound scan, an ultrasound-guided biopsy is preferable because it is technically simpler 
and less troublesome for the patient.

The patient lies on her back, with her breasts «free» and uncompressed. After ultrasound identification by the radiologist 
of the anomaly to be biopsied and after disinfection and local anaesthesia, several samples are taken from the nodule 
in a fan pattern. This is done using a biopsy needle or a Mammotome needle.
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MAMMOGRAPHY-GUIDED (STEREOTACTIC) BIOPSY
Some anomalies, such as micro-calcifications, can be viewed only with mammography. If there is a group of suspicious 
micro-calcifications, a mammography-guided biopsy should be performed.

The patient lies on her stomach on a special examination bed. Her breast is compressed as for a mammogram.

Samples are taken after locating the anomaly with several mammograms taken in different directions (stereotactically). 
This is done using a Mammotome needle (which requires a 5 mm skin incision after disinfection and local anaesthesia).

Through the creation of a vacuum, the biopsy is performed by suction in the area concerned. The «carrots» (samples) 
measure about 1 cm long and 2 mm wide. To ensure that the biopsy is performed in the right place, an X-ray scan of the 
carrots is carried out to confirm the presence of micro-calcifications in the samples taken.

Sometimes all the micro-calcifications are drawn up. This requires the insertion of a clip/coil in the biopsy site so it can be 
located later in case of surgery.
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MRI-GUIDED BIOPSY 
For some suspicious anomalies, an MRI-guided biopsy should be performed.

This requires the use of a specific and expensive installation. Also, as it is a less frequent procedure, MRI-guided biopsies 
are performed only in a few centres in order to reach the number necessary to achieve expertise in this technique.

BREAST-SCREENING MAMMOGRAPHY
Thanks to this technique, it is possible to diagnose breast cancer at an earlier stage.
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Treatment options

Each breast cancer must be considered a specific entity in terms of its biological characteristics and the stage reached, 
as well as the specific clinical and psychological context of each patient. The treatment must be adapted/individualised 
taking into account all these factors. The decision on the most appropriate treatment strategy for each patient will be taken 
during the preoperative multidisciplinary conference (Tumor Board).
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Surgery

QUADRANTECTOMY OR LUMPECTOMY: CONSERVATIVE TREATMENTS OF THE BREAST 
Quadrantectomy and Lumpectomy have become the standard treatments for small tumours or, in some cases, after a 
course of primary (neo-adjuvant) chemotherapy.

The Milan study (later confirmed by US studies), first published in 1981, and after 20 years of follow-up, confirms that there 
is no difference in the survival rate between the patient group treated with quadrantectomy/lumpectomy and axillary dis-
section followed by radiation therapy and the patient group treated with radical mastectomy according to Halsted.

«SKIN SPARING MASTECTOMY» (SSM) AND «SKIN AND NIPPLE SPARING MASTECTOMY» (SNM)
Despite the significant increase in conservative surgery treatments, mastectomy remains the most appropriate treatment 
for large or multicentric tumours, in case of recurrence or medium-sized tumours in small-volume breasts. In about 25% of 
cases, mastectomy remains the treatment of choice.

«Skin sparing mastectomy» (SSM) may be proposed in some cases. Sparing the skin improves breast reconstruction 
quality by producing less visible scars and maintaining a more natural breast shape. The nipple-areola complex (NAC) is 
often excised because of the higher risk of recurrence when it is conserved.

However, the nipple-areola complex is very important for the appearance and identification of the breast and its removal 
is often experienced as a mutilation. 

In some selected cases, its conservation may be proposed through «Skin and nipple sparing mastectomy» (SNM), which 
is sometimes associated with intraoperative radiotherapy (IORT) (see page 22).
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AXILLARY HOLLOW SURGERY 
Axillary dissection
Lymph node involvement is an important prognostic factor 
(and will therefore have a major influence on the treatment 
decision). Before the sentinel node technique was validat-
ed, axillary dissection was the rule. It is still performed in 
cases where the nodes are clinically affected or there is a 
metastatic lymph node (although its usefulness in the latter 
case is currently being debated). The procedure is an infra- 
and retro-pectoral lymphadenectomy.

It is generally acknowledged that lymph node dissection of 
levels I and II is sufficient to provide useful information on 
systemic treatment. By foregoing the dissection of level III, 
the number and severity of lymphoedemas of the upper 
limbs (swollen arms) is decreased.

Complications of axillary dissection, such as swollen arms, 
pain or paraesthesias in different degrees, are reported in 
about 25% of cases.

Sentinel node
Since the 1990s, sentinel node biopsy has become the 
standard treatment for axilla staging, as it identifies the first 
filter of a possible metastasis.

A tracer element (Te99 and more rarely Blue Dye) is  injected 
into the peritumoural and periareolar areas a few hours before 
surgery. From there, it migrates through the lymphatic vessels 
to the first sentinel lymph node draining the primary tumour 
region. The lymph nodes, which are now radioactive, are 
identified using a Geiger probe and are then excised and 
analysed intraoperatively by the pathologist.

If the sentinel node is not metastatic, it is assumed, with a 
false negative rate of 6 to 12%, that the other axillary nodes 
are also free of metastases.

Sentinel node prediction has been further improved 
through pathological analyses that are more detailed than 
the simple analysis of axillary nodes during dissection. 
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This method offers great benefits to patients, as compli-
cations such as paraesthesias and arm lymphoedemas 
are rarer (5% of cases versus 25% after axillary dissection).

This method has already proven its worth for both large 
and multifocal tumours and, in some cases, after primary 
(neo-adjuvant) chemotherapy. Its applicability is questioned 
in multicentric cancers and, in the case of a locally advanced 
neoplasia or if the axilla is clinically affected, the sentinel node 
approach cannot be attempted and axillary dissection must 
be performed.

The need for axillary dissection after identification of 
a metastatic SLN is debatable
In the presence of isolated tumour cells or micrometastases 
(0.2 to 2 mm), it is recommended to forego axillary dissection.

In the case of an invasion exceeding 2 mm 
(macrometastasis), the experts are divided between
• Those who recommend foregoing axillary dissection 

in such cases argue, that axillary recurrence is a rare 
event (<1%), that this surgery is not curative, and that 
the studies conducted have shown no benefits in terms 
of survival in the case of a complete dissection. The 
tumour biological phenotype is considered to be the 
most important prognostic factor.

• Those who favour axillary dissection after macrometas-
tasis argue, that the number of affected nodes identified 
will influence the choice of systemic therapy.
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Reconstructive surgery

Breast reconstruction after mastectomy can be performed immediately or at a later date. The decision depends on the 
patient’s own preferences, the presentation of the underlying disease, skin trophicity and whether adjuvant radiotherapy 
is indicated.

Generally speaking, conventional external radiotherapy does not exclude immediate reconstruction. In the case of 
reconstruction with a prosthesis, the risk of adhesive capsulitis around the prosthesis is increased. In the case of a flap 
reconstruction, the vascularisation of the flap can be reduced, with an increased risk of necrosis of the transplanted 
tissue.

Prosthesis reconstruction is now widely used. The implants are placed under the pectoral muscle and fill the tissue gap 
left by mastectomy. Silicone implants are anatomically shaped to match the contralateral breast, which also determines 
their projection. 

Flap reconstruction fills the gap with autologous (i.e. the patient’s own) tissue, which is used to reconstruct a curve in the 
pre-thoracic area. The choice of the flap used will depend on the patient’s own preferences, her anatomy and the quality 
of the residual tissues. The flaps can consist of muscle or fasciocutaneous tissue, pedicled (i.e. attached) or free. In the 
latter case, a mastery of microsurgery techniques is essential.

Flap reconstruction is particularly indicated in the case of poor skin trophicity, e.g. after radiotherapy. One advantage of 
this technique is that the reconstructed breast will develop over time isometrically with the other breast (weight loss or 
gain, for example).
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Radiation therapy

Radiation therapy can significantly improve both, local control and survival. For the vast majority of patients who have 
received conservative treatment, it is indispensable, and, in some cases, even after radical treatment (mastectomy).

The irradiated areas will depend on the presentation of the disease and the type of surgery performed. After lumpectomy, the 
remaining breast tissue must be irradiated, in many cases with an overdose (boost) on the tumour bed. After mastectomy, 
the chest wall must be treated. Irradiation of lymph nodes (axillary, infra- and supra-clavicular, as well as the internal mammary 
chain) may also be necessary, depending on anatomical and pathological data. 

EXTERNAL RADIATION THERAPY
The more recent external radiotherapy techniques all tend towards better control of irradiation conditions, that is to say they 
optimise the volumes to be treated while avoiding irradiation of the lung and the heart.

Modern radiotherapy is based on a simulation by individualised three-dimensional imaging, which allows the accurate 
identification of the anatomical positions of tumour target volumes in order to reduce the size of the beams and thus better 
protect healthy tissue. This method is now the standard treatment.

The forced inspiration («respiratory gating» or «breath hold») irradiation technique, which irradiates the tissues only when the 
patient holds her breath after breathing in, keeps the heart well away from the chest wall and thus minimises its irradiation. 

Using the «intensity-modulated radiotherapy» (IMRT) and «modulated volumetric arc therapy» techniques it is possible to 
increase radiation precision by modulating the beams applied to target volumes. This improves dosimetric distribution 
quality, which spares healthy organs and allows homogeneous dose distribution regardless of breast volume and shape.
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External radiation therapy is administered fractionally over 4-7 weeks up to a total dose of 50-66 Gy. It is therefore 
a long treatment which, in some cases (due to logistical problems or time constraints), can be difficult to administer. 
Hypofractionation is a method that consists in administering the radiation over a shorter period, which can be an effec-
tive approach for a significant number of patients. A recently published study shows that, with an irradiation of 42.5 Gy 
administered in 16 fractions over 3 weeks, it is possible to obtain the same results as with irradiation over 5 weeks.

PARTIAL BREAST IRRADIATION
Accelerated partial breast irradiation (APBI) is a relatively recent therapeutic approach. It consists of irradiating the breast, 
but not in its entirety, and limiting the area to be irradiated to the lumpectomy site and a limited adjacent volume. Several 
techniques are used for APBI, including brachytherapy, intraoperative radiation therapy (IORT) and external irradiation with 
IMRT.

All of these techniques significantly reduce treatment duration as well as the irradiation of neighbouring structures, which 
allows patients to return to their normal lives within a shorter time frame. In some places, they also avoid the difficulties 
of access to radiotherapy centres. The most frequently used method at Clinique de Genolier is intraoperative radiation 
therapy (IORT), but interstitial brachytherapy (with Iridium) and endocardial treatments (MammoSite) can also be applied, 
as well as highly conformational percutaneous radiotherapy (IMRT, VMAT, tomotherapy, etc.). 

INTRAOPERATIVE ELECTRON RADIOTHERAPY (IORT) 
This technique uses a mobile linear accelerator that produces a variable energy electron beam which is applied directly in 
the operating room. After complete excision of the tumour confirmed by extemporaneous histology, the surgeon inserts 
a lead and aluminium plate on the pectoralis major chest muscle in order to protect the underlying structures and organs 
(chest wall, heart and lung).
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The residual mammary gland is then temporarily reconstructed above the plate. In accordance with the thickness of the 
remaining gland, the dose of energy to be administered is determined by the radiation oncologist, depending upon whether 
it is an exclusive IORT treatment or a boost that will be completed by external irradiation of the entire mammary gland. The 
electrons are applied directly to the surgical site and the mammary gland is reconstructed using a variable diameter cylindrical 
applicator. After treatment, the protective plate is removed and the operation is completed in the usual manner.

The Milan studies were the first to analyse the results of intra-operative radiotherapy. They cover more than 8000 patients 
with a unifocal primary breast carcinoma, who were selected in accordance with strict criteria. The various reports published 
by the European Institute of Oncology show the same rate of recurrence after 10 years of monitoring of either intraoperative 
radiation therapy or external radiation therapy. Currently, IORT is reserved for post-menopausal patients who have a unifocal 
tumour with well-defined biological characteristics and a diameter of less than 2.5 cm, but without lymph node involvement. 
These indications will probably be expanded in coming years, and this will allow more women to benefit from this technique. 

For some patients, who do not meet all the requirements for an exclusive IORT, we propose a «boost» IORT. In these 
cases, radiation therapy is administered in two steps: firstly during surgery (partial IORT) and secondly about 3 weeks after 
the operation. In this case, the supplementary external radiotherapy is shorter as it is administered in 13 fractions over a 
period of 2.5 weeks.
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Systemic treatment

Adjuvant systemic therapy has improved recurrence-free and overall survival after breast cancer. Intensive research 
is underway to achieve a better understanding of the different oncogenesis cascades and their flaws, and to identify 
predictive factors in order to more accurately define the patient group that could benefit from a particular treatment. The 
choice is complex and will depend on the stage and, above all, on the biological characteristics of the tumour involved. 
In some cases, it is difficult to assess the potential benefit of chemotherapy. 
The best, most effective and least toxic treatment must be found for each patient.

Through multidisciplinary conferences (Tumor Board), medical oncologists, breast surgeons, radiation oncologists and 
pathologists evaluate together the best treatment approach for each individual patient.

HORMONE THERAPY
This treatment can be administered to patients with a tumour expressing oestrogen and/or progesterone receptors. The 
choice of the medication class will depend on the patient’s medical history and her menopausal status.

For pre-menopausal women, Tamoxifen will usually be proposed for a minimum period of 5 years. In some cases with a 
high risk of recurrence, the medication may be associated with ovarian function suppression.

In post-menopausal women, studies have shown benefits deriving from the use of Aromatase Inhibitors (AI) compared to 
Tamoxifen in patients with a hormone-sensitive breast cancer. However, in patients with cancer at low risk of recurrence, 
Tamoxifen remains a good therapeutic option.

Studies assessing the benefit of an extension of hormone therapy beyond 5 years suggest that it should be continued in 
many cases
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A switch over from Tamoxifen to an Aromatase Inhibitor may 
be recommended after 2 years of treatment in a patient with 
proven menopause. However, before starting treatment with 
an Aromatase Inhibitor, the following recommendations are 
made: a bone densitometry should be performed on the 
patient, she should receive calcium and vitamin D supple-
mentation and she should be encouraged to engage in 
physical activity. If necessary, for women in natural or arti-
ficial menopause, the indication of treatment with Bisphos-
phonates or Denosumab should be assessed. 

ADJUVANT CHEMOTHERAPY
Various chemotherapy options can be chosen depending 
on the biological phenotype of the tumour, the evaluated 
risk of recurrence and the patient’s comorbidities. Currently 
there is no certain evidence concerning the superiority of one 
approach over another and there are no predictive markers to 
determine the response to a particular type of chemotherapy.

In the case of triple-negative breast carcinoma (negative 
hormone receptors and HER-2) and of HER-2 positive 
carcinoma, the benefit of chemotherapy is in no doubt. 
However, in patients with hormone-sensitive carcinoma, the 

indication is less certain. These patients will receive hormone 
therapy and the benefit provided by chemotherapy will be less 
evident. It is also necessary to assess the risk of recurrence 
based on certain factors (tumour growth, grade, lymph node 
involvement, …). If the risk is high, chemotherapy will be pro-
posed to the patient before hormone therapy. 

Oncotype DX and MammaPrint are two «tools» that make a 
decisive contribution to the treatment of cancers with an inter-
mediate risk of recurrence. The technique is based on gene 
sequencing on the tumour material. 

NEO-ADJUVANT SYSTEMIC THERAPY
In case of neo-adjuvant or primary chemotherapy, systemic 
treatment is administered prior to surgery. This approach is 
generally reserved for those cases in which it is desirable to 
perform or improve conservative treatment by decreasing 
initial tumour size. This treatment also has the advantage 
of providing information on the effectiveness of the in vivo 
treatment of the tumour. Before beginning this kind of treat-
ment, it is essential to make a precise diagnosis of the tumour 
biology through a biopsy.
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In the case of an inflammatory cancer, it is proposed that 
chemotherapy be performed before surgery, which, generally 
speaking, is radical.

If the tumour is HER-2 positive, treatment with Trastuzumab 
is administered at the same time as chemotherapy. In some 
patients with tumours strongly expressing hormone receptors, 
a primary hormonal therapy may sometimes be proposed. If 
there is an objectified clinical response, this treatment should 
be administered for 4 to 6 months before surgery.

ANTI-HER2 IMMUNOTHERAPY
In patients with an HER-2 positive cancer, Trastuzumab 
improves both recurrence-free and overall survival. Generally 
speaking, Trastuzumab is administered at the same time as 
chemotherapy, because it has a synergistic effect between 
the two treatments.

Trastuzumab is mostly administered at the rate of one 
injection every 3 weeks for one year.

Before and during this treatment, an evaluation of cardiac 
function should be performed. In case of ejection fraction 

reduction to less than 50%, Trastuzumab should not be 
administered.

Other products such as Pertuzumab and TDM-1 have 
been introduced recently. 

PROMISING TREATMENTS
Considerable progress is being made and therapeutic 
approaches are being adapted accordingly.

Thanks to the Breast Centre’s collaboration with groups at 
the forefront of research, its patients will have access to all 
kinds of medication approved for the «breast cancer» indi-
cation as soon as the marketing authorisation is granted 
or, in some cases, even within the framework of studies 
that are still being monitored by the Federal and Cantonal 
Health Authorities.
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How to reach Clinique de Genolier

CLINIQUE DE GENOLIER
Route du Muids 3
CP 100
CH - 1272 Genolier
www.genolier.net

BY CAR
Motorway exit at Nyon, direction: Dijon and St-Cergue, 
then direction: Trélex / Genolier.

BY TRAIN
From CFF Railway Station in Geneva or Lausanne, take 
direction Nyon. Then take the Nyon - St-Cergue connection 
to the clinic. and ask for «La Joy / Clinique de Genolier» 
(request stop).

RECEPTION
Tel. +41 22 366 90 00
Fax +41 22 366 90 11 

ADMISSIONS
Tel. +41 22 366 90 22
Fax +41 22 366 90 13
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How to reach Clinique Générale

CLINIQUE GÉNÉRALE
Rue Hans-Geiler 6
CH - 1700 Fribourg
www.cliniquegenerale.ch

BY CAR
Motorway exit Fribourg sud, direction «Gare» (Railway station), 
then take Boulevard de Pérolles.

BY BUS
Line 1,3,7 / stop « Fries » ou « Vogt ».

RECEPTION
Tel. +41 26 350 01 11
Fax +41 26 350 07 75 

ADMISSIONS
Tel. +41 26 350 07 72
Fax +41 26 350 07 75
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How to reach Clinique Générale-Beaulieu

CLINIQUE GÉNÉRALE-BEAULIEU
Chemin de Beau-Soleil 20
CH - 1206 Genève
www.beaulieu.ch

BY BUS
Bus line 21, «Clinique Générale» bus stop
Bus line 3, «Crêts-de-Champel» (Terminus) bus stop
Bus line 8, «Louis Aubert» or «Route de Florissant» bus stop

RECEPTION
Tel. +41 22 839 55 55
Fax +41 22 839 55 56 
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